Activate Fund Service Providers

Research

• 2050 Partners, Inc.
• Amanda Spacil
• Bridgeport Consulting, LLC
• BT Irwin, LLC
• Carolyn Dayton
• Commonwealth Consulting, LLC
• Core Focus Associates LLC
• Corporation for a Skilled Workforce
• Daisy Ventures LLC
• Data Driven Detroit, L3C
• DC Palmer LLC
• Elizabeth Fritz Consulting LLC
• Emergence Collective
• Franian Consulting, LLC
• Gateway Grant Writing
• Gateway To Grants
• Glidepath Strategies
• Gusto Partners LLC
• Hammond & Associates, LLC
• Heather Van
• JFM Consulting Group Inc.
• JKranz Consulting, Janet Kranz
• Joyce Hollingsworth
• JTW Consulting, LLC
• LogiQ Media
• LS Grant Writing
• Maner Costerisan
• Mission Lift
• Modern Day Conductors, LLC
• NSF International
• OVDO Media
• Phoenix Innovate
• Redhead Design Studio
• ResultsLab
• Rootoftwo, LLC
• Schmucker Advising Group, LLC
• School of Social Work
• Sparklefurry, llc.
• The Leadership Group LLC
• the Nonprofit Spot
• The Work Department
• Turtle Works
• URGE Imprint

Accelerating collaborative action in Southeast Michigan’s nonprofit community.
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